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This  document  includes  instructions  for  how you  can  un-mask the  final  submissions  for
epiSTEME9 conference proceedings papers. Un-masking involves including the information
about authors, grants, projects, etc. that were redacted for reviewing purposes. 

Instructions for including the author information at the top of the page: 

TYPE TITLE HERE (STYLE IS HEADING 1, 16PT BOLD)
Author1 Name1, a, !, Author2 Name2, b, # and Author3 Name3, c, *

 1Institutional Affiliation of Author1

2Institutional Affiliation of Author2

3Institutional Affiliation of Author3

aPronouns for Author1, bPronouns for Author2, cPronouns for Author3

!EMail for Author1, #Email for Author2, *Email for Author3

An example of how this might look like is: 

 MASCULITIES AND SCIENCE
Deepa Chari1, a, !, Ayush Gupta1, b, # and John Doe2, c, *

 1Homi Bhabha Center for Science Education, Mumbai, Maharashtra, India.

2ABC Public University, BigTown, GreatState, SomeCountry

ashe/her/hers, bthey/them/theirs, che/him/his or they/them/theirs

!deepa@hbcse.tifr.res.in, #ayush@hbcse.tifr.res.in, *johndoe@abc.edu

Use the style “epi Authors” (from the Styles pane) for the line with the author names. This
style is included in the paper template.

In the example above, since Author1 (Chari) and Author2 (Gupta) had the same institutional
affiliation,  that  was  listed  once  with  the  same superscript  for  both  authors.  Author3  had
different  institutional  affiliation and so that  was listed on a  separate  line with a  different
superscript. Use the style “epi Affiliation” (from the Styles pane) for the line with the author
names. This style is included in the paper template.

Assumptions about associating names with gendered pronouns don’t translate across cultural
boundaries. These assumptions can also run the risk of mis-gendering queer and transgender
scholars  when  communicating  with/about  them.  You  can  learn  more  about  the  gendered
nature of personal pronouns at  https://www.mypronouns.org/. We encourage you to list your
pronouns, but this is not mandatory. In the example above, we show how the pronouns for the
author can be listed. Use the same style “epi Affiliation” (from the Styles pane) for the line
with the author pronouns. This style is included in the paper template.

The next line lists the emails of the authors to ease future communications from readers. Use
the style “epi Email” (from the Styles pane) for the line with the author names. This style is

https://www.mypronouns.org/
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included in the paper template.

Instructions for unmasking other parts of the paper

When  submitting  your  final  submission,  please  take  care  to  make  sure  that  any  in  text
references to publications by any of the authors follow the APA 7th edition style (see details in
the paper template document). The bibliographic listing of the publication in the References
section should also follow the APA 7th edition style. 

Any references to project names, grants, funding agencies, acknowledgements, etc that were
masked for review should be unmasked and included when submitting the final version. 


